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ThinkingRock ... organize your life, be more time efficient

designed for project managers or individuals

	Multi-platform: use it on Windows, Mac, Linux
	Offline access
	Data stored locally: secure
	Manage your professional and personal projects
	Organize, review and record action results
	Plan and achieve goals
	Store information and ideas
	Go mobile with the iPhone or Android app



Project Management 

	Enter purpose and vision for motivation
	Set dateline for projects and actions
	Brainstorm ideas
	Structure with sub-projects
	Produce reports for review
	Create projects templates to re-use or share
	Delegate actions to team members



TRY
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Powerful project planning tool
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Do !

	Review your actions through user defined views, for example: 


- by context or priority 




- by Due Date: Today, This Week, Overdue

- by Action Type: Do ASAP, Delegated
	Define own filters
	Keep track when action is done, add notes
	Produce a simple report showing the list of actions on the screen
	Re-schedule, delegate, update priority on  multiple actions in a few clicks
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	Application screen help
	User manual
	Documentation online
	Free customer support through forum or email for licensed users
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Documentation and Support
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	Only $39 USD
	Android and iPhone companion apps included with licence
	Includes upgrades and support
	Licence per user: install it on multiple computers




Affordable
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While on the go:

	Take actions, projects and references 
	Collect thoughts
	Mark actions done and update notes
	Enter brainstorming ideas
	Plan projects



Mobile companions for iPhone/iPad and Android
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	Website
	Local file
	Evernote document
	Lotus Notes document
	ThinkingRock reference



Import emails as thoughts ->

Integration
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In notes, add links to:





 















If you don't have time to download and use this software, you really need it! 

WORKS OFFLINE 







 





Powerful

Plan projects, set-up recurrent actions, auto-sequencing

Find out more →














 





Flow

Purposely designed to Get organized

Find out more →














 





Mobile

Get mobile with the free iPhone and Android companions

Find out more →

















 

Get organized with ThinkingRock
 


...on Windows, Linux, Mac

 

ThinkingRock is a powerful project management tool designed to maximize your productivity.

 

ThinkingRock is one of the rare productivity software running across multi-platforms without having your data on the web: use it at home and at work.

 

Follow ThinkingRock flow and improve your productivity:

	Store ideas, tasks, references into one system
	Plan projects into ordered list of actions and sub-projects
	Share actions with other team members: delegate and receive action back automatically once completed
	Brainstorm projects, add each project's vision and purpose
	Meet deadlines
	Create, re-use and share project templates
	Review actions by context, Today view, This Week view, Overdue view
	Or create own custom views
	Get motivated: enter your goals and link projects to them, making them achievable
	Get mobile and take our planning tool on your iPhone, Android or on paper (pocketmod, Jasper or PDF reports).


 

Learn more, discover the process flow and get started!














Give It a Try
 


	Download the trial version
	Download the user guide and manual
	Take a screenshots tour
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What ThinkingRock users say
  











Thank you for the amazing product! Quite literally, discovering Thinking Rock and the GTD® system is one of the best things that have ever happened to me. 
















Goals are a great addition to thinking rock and nicely done. 
















I just downloaded TR to take it for a test run, and after half an hour I found myself drooling over how simple, easy to use, and well-implemented this program is. I've tried ..(list of software).. and damn near everything in between to try to implement GTD® on a computer, and none of it worked as well as your software. I just wanted to drop a line and give you ... 
















I want to compliment you on your wonderful product. This is the only software I found that truly understands the GTD® system. I searched high and low for a commercial product (anyone for that matter) and in the end picked yours. Its a product definitely worth paying for. Fantastic work! 
















Let me first say ThinkingRock is a fantastic product. I've used OmniFocus and Things and only recently discovered your product. It is just so intuitive to use and makes GTD® implementation so straightforward. 
















I just wanted to say thank you so much for your desire to help and support people to bring sanity in a world of insanity.? I'm very grateful for Thinking Rock. Ive only used it for a couple of days, and I'm blown away by the power it has, and the simplicity, and the total integration of the GTD® principles. 
















I'm really happy to have discovered ThinkingRock.Your software is exactly what I wanted and even more.?Thank you for your great work. I'm sure there will be a great help to simplify the establishment of the effectiveness of GTD® in my life. 
















You guys have done an incredible job of building this software. After reading GTD®, I was so intent on creating a system to deal with all my thoughts and couldn’t have been more pleased to find out that you had already created it. Thank you very much and thank you for keeping it at an affordable price so that it’s in reach for everyone. 
















Thank you from the bottom of my heart. As exciting as the GTD method is, as fundamental as its impact was on my life in the last 2 months, I was growing increasingly frustrated with my lack of success at finding a set of tools that would integrate nicely with each other, taking care of all GTD aspects from beginning to end. You pulled it off with flying colors. 
















I bought your sftw 2 hours ago. I wanted to originally write a long email about my thoughts, because your software is simply of a rare quality: both flexible and intuitively easy to use. I can't believe I actually considered not buying this because of the $ price tag... silly me. Simply the best $ I spent this month on anything by a LONG shot, and probably the best ... 
















After browsers and email, I think Thinking Rock is probably the most useful piece of software I've ever used and it literally underpins the day-to-day management of my business. With the advent of Goals, it's taken on a whole new dimension as it now allows projects to be viewed contextually in a very immediate and accessible way. 
















Fantastic software! 
















It is just so intuitive to use and makes GTD implementation so straightforward 
















I'm using your software about three years for my personal and professional GTD system. And, I want to say: Great job! I've tried a tons of GTD systems, but this system is the best for my usage. 
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After browsers and email, I think Thinking Rock is probably the most useful piece of software I've ever used and it literally underpins the day-to-day management of my business. With the advent of Goals, it's taken on a whole new dimension as it now allows projects to be viewed contextually in a very immediate and accessible way.











 


About ThinkingRock 


ThinkingRock is developed by Avente Pty Ltd, an Australian registered company.

ThinkingRock is not affiliated with or endorsed by the David Allen Company.

Getting Things Done® and GTD® are registered trademarks of the David Allen Company.

Read more about the ThinkingRock team in this interview on the Netbeans website










 


Get organized Links 


We have compiled a list of useful resources if you want to get organized.










 


Get In Touch 


This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
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